**In silico** Study to Optimize the Dosage of Oleuropein with Metformin in Diabetes Management
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**Abstract**

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a potentially fatal metabolic disorder worldwide, in this COVID-19 era. Long-term allopathic treatment has a variety of side effects, prompting the search for alternative therapies. Oleuropein, the primary bioactive ingredient of Olive Leaf Extract (OLE), has shown noteworthy actions to control T2DM. The present study provides a dynamic study of % improvement in GLUT4 concentration with different doses of metformin (150mg-500mg) in combination with 500mg using a dynamic *in silico* model developed in Cell Designer 4.4.2, a system biology tool. The results indicated that 300mg of metformin and 500mg of oleuropein is the optimum combination to treat diabetes, ensuring a 2% improvement in GLUT4 concentration and an effective reduction in the dose of the allopathic drug metformin when taken in combination with OLE for the improvement in T2DM. The optimal dose of metformin with oleuropein was obtained successfully using our proposed *in silico* dynamic model. The research could be used to create an *in vivo* model to examine the effectiveness of herbal medicine for T2DM.
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1. **Introduction**

The COVID-19 outbreak has been declared a public health emergency of worldwide concern by the World Health Organization (WHO). The COVID-19 virus appears to make older people and people with pre-existing medical disorders (such as diabetes, heart disease, and renal disease) more susceptible to becoming seriously ill. Due to variations in blood glucose levels and, presumably, the presence of diabetes complications, it can be more difficult to treat a viral infection in people with diabetes. The immune system is weakened, making it more difficult to fight the infection and resulting in a lengthier recovery time. Also, the virus may grow in a high-blood-glucose environment. In diabetic patients, post-COVID complications are also more severe, so, the control of sugar is a critical necessity of the day. People with diabetes should be included among the priority groups for vaccination programs because of their higher risk of negative health outcomes as a result of COVID-19, as per a recent International Diabetes
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Federation (IDF) study. A total of 347 million people are at risk of getting type 2 diabetes by 2045 [1-6]. The global prevalence of diabetes has grown tremendously, with 463 million people suffering from the condition in 2019, with type 2 diabetes accounting for 95%. The therapeutic intervention has decreased disease consequences, necessitating the early detection and prevention of diabetes in this COVID-19 era [7-12]. People with type 2 diabetes have a scarcity of Glucose Transporter 4 (GLUT4) vesicles on the plasma membrane, which is the result of the individual's signalling cascade developing resistance. Increased hunger, thirst, frequent urination, weight loss, weariness, blurred vision, infections, and sores are all common symptoms of type 2 diabetes. Diabetes can also lead to a variety of life-threatening health issues [1], [13-21]. Because morbidity and mortality are the most prevalent complications of type 2 diabetes, medications must be taken properly combined with a healthy lifestyle. It's debatable if type 2 diabetes patients can ensure precise blood glucose control. Allopathic drugs, on the other hand, have been demonstrated to be effective in the treatment of type 2 diabetes. However, for type 2 diabetes patients, a healthy lifestyle, eating habits, and drugs like metformin are the most effective treatments. However, these medications have several side effects that put a strain on patients [13], [17–23].

Metformin is the most commonly prescribed drug for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. It regulates blood glucose levels by activating the Adenosine Monophosphate Kinase enzyme (AMPK), which then enhances the translocation of GLUT4 to the plasma membrane [24]–[28]. Although metformin hasn't been linked to any serious side effects, it has been linked to lactic acidosis, dizziness, muscle discomfort, and nausea. Aside from side effects, pharmacological treatments aren't always effective, and late-stage diabetes complications are unavoidable [22], [24], [27-34]. Other complementary therapies, such as dietary supplements, exercise, medicinal herbs, acupuncture, hydrotherapy, and yoga therapies, are effective when used in conjunction with pharmaceuticals. As a result, combining chemical agents with alternative therapies such as medicinal herbs can assist in alleviating the negative effects of chemical agents to some extent [29], [35-38]. The leaves of the olive tree (Olea europaea L.) have long been utilised in traditional medicine around the world for the treatment of type 2 diabetes in several experimental and clinical investigations. They include various potentially bioactive chemicals like oleanol that may have antioxidant, antidiabetic, and anti-inflammatory activities and have been used in the human diet as extracts, herbal teas, and powder [23], [37-43]. Clinical evidence suggests that oleanol can significantly enhance the phosphorylation of key components of the insulin signalling pathway, such as AMPK and the glucose transporter (GLUT4). In prior in vivo and in vitro experiments, researchers have investigated the glucose uptake mechanism in skeletal muscle in response to oleanol [23], [37], [38], [44-47]. The following section discusses the substantive research carried out in the area of the effect of medicinal herbs and metformin on people with type 2 diabetes. Olive Leaf Extract is regarded as one of the most effective complementary therapies for the prevention and control of type 2 diabetes. The literature contains well-established in vitro studies on the effects of oleanol on type 2 diabetic patients [48-56]. However, in silico analysis of the same thing is still an open area. Furthermore, the synergistic effect of oleanol and metformin on individuals with type 2 diabetes will be extremely beneficial in diabetes treatment. Sindi recently conducted a study to determine the usefulness of oleanol in humans with diabetes. Several human clinical investigations were evaluated, and the findings revealed that oleanol could lower insulin resistance and hence ameliorate type 2 diabetes [23]. Hala et.al experimented to determine the effectiveness of the hypoglycemic effect after the consumption of Olive Leaf Extract. Oral administration of OLE showed significant improvement in the glucose level of the rats [44]. Abdel et.al. carried out an experimental study on diabetic rats. The anti-diabetic efficacy of glyburide is enhanced by OLE at 500 mg/kg in diabetic rats, according to this study. Hepatic
glucose sensitivity and metabolism are significantly influenced by the usage of such a combination. As a result, glyburide dosage may require additional attention if administered in conjunction with OLE formulations to provide patients with improved disease control [42]. When metformin is used with oleuropein for our studies, this strategy may be beneficial. Using diabetic rats, Giacometti et. al. discovered that phenolic compounds from the olive leaf play a favorable function in the control of glucose homeostasis in the skeletal muscle via GLUT4 translocation [57]. The effect of oleuropein on GLUT4 enrichment levels in human cells at an optimum dose of 10 g/mL in human hepatocellular carcinoma cells was investigated by Kocyigit et. al. in an interesting in vitro study [58]. To get the finest outcomes, though, it's crucial to figure out the best and safest dose of OLE. As a result, clinical and experimental animal studies are needed to identify a solution. As a result, clinical and experimental animal studies are required to determine the most effective and non-toxic treatment doses.

Soliman et. al. also conducted an interesting study that demonstrated the significance of OLE in the prevention of type 2 diabetes-induced testicular toxicity in rats [39]. As a result, the advantages of OLE are limitless. Liguri et.al. carried out a study to examine the possible use of olive leaf polyphenols as a healthy supplement for the treatment of T2DM and summarized the scientific data for the same [51]. Alkhateeb et. al. examined glucose regulation in rat skeletal muscle in the presence of oleuropein in an ex vivo experiment. These findings show that oleuropein-induced enhanced glucose uptake may be mediated by AMPK activation and subsequent GLUT4 translocation in skeletal muscles [59]. Cecilia et. al. investigated the AMPK modulatory action of OLE phenolic compounds using an in silico methodology, in which the binding of oleuropein to AMPK is evaluated, and the results verified the modulation of AMPK by oleuropein [47]. Hadrich et. al. conducted a study in C2C12 muscle cells that demonstrated the effect of oleuropein on insulin sensitivity via AMPK activation and also established the underlying processes [46]. Wainstein et. al. conducted randomized clinical research to see if 500mg of oleuropein could improve glucose homeostasis in rats with type 2 diabetes, and the results were promising [45]. De Bock et. al. also completed a randomized clinical trial to assess the effect of OLE on glucose homeostasis in people with T2DM [60].

Also, Gupta et.al. investigated the interaction between anti-diabetic drugs and herbs and found out the clinical implications and mechanisms involved in the same. Based on the findings described, it is obvious that when herbal remedies are used with antidiabetic pharmaceutical medications, their pharmacokinetic and/or pharmacodynamic properties may be altered. Given the huge number of pathophysiological/pharmacological targets linked with the disease and the multicomponent qualities of herbs, these interactions are complicated [61]. One of the main objectives of the study is to determine the safety of consuming a lot of OLE. Guex et.al. explored this and examined the toxicity levels of Wister rats after giving them varying amounts of oleuropein throughout time. It did not cause toxicity after single and repeated dosages, according to the findings. More research is needed, however, to fully comprehend the consequences for human safety [62]. Clewell et. al. also performed a full safety investigation of OLE on Wister rats, with positive results: no side effects were found [63]. In a promising manner, the literature supports the benefits of Olive Leaf Extract over anti-diabetic medicine. Oleuropein has a well-established role in the treatment of type 2 diabetes. In type 2 diabetes patients, an in silico analysis of the effects of oleuropein when combined with a regular metformin dose on GLUT4 translocation is crucial. To investigate the combined effect of metformin and oleuropein on GLUT4 translocation in type 2 diabetes, a mathematical model for in silico investigations has yet to be established. No research quantifies the effect of an anti-diabetic medicine like metformin and a medicinal herb like oleuropein used together in humans in in cc or in vivo investigations. In addition, the optimum dose of metformin to take with
oleuropein has yet to be determined. The current study uses a computer simulation to examine the effects of oleuropein and metformin combined on GLUT4 translocation in skeletal muscles in people with type 2 diabetes. Based on the findings, an optimum dose of the medicine metformin has been identified, which should be sufficient to improve GLUT4 translocation and hence type 2 diabetes when combined with a standard dose of oleuropein. The model is created using Cell Designer software, which includes a solver for analysis [64]. The effect of oleuropein and the standard pharmacological dosage of metformin are combined in a novel in silico model. The work described here quantifies the effect of oleuropein in combination with the best medicine, metformin, on the surface GLUT4 concentration.

2. Oleuropein and Metformin interaction with insulin signalling pathways

In patients with type 2 diabetes, AMPK is the most common target for enhancing GLUT4 translocation in skeletal muscle in addition to insulin signalling pathways. The objective of this research is to find out how different alternative therapies and currently used medicines affect GLUT4 translocation. Understanding the fundamental processes of signalling pathways is critical to comprehending this role. The proposed method by which oleuropein and metformin drugs produce AMPK phosphorylation, which promotes GLUT4 translocation, is presented in the sections below. Earlier, the role of insulin in GLUT4 translocation had already been discussed in depth [65][66]. The signalling pathways are made up of a complicated structure with many inputs, outputs, and interactions. Although a complete understanding of this complicated structure is still a work in progress, the essential mechanisms that govern GLUT4 translocation are well understood. Oleuropein and drug-based AMPK activation pathways are principally responsible for GLUT4 translocation. In the most thorough known model of insulin signalling pathways for type 2 diabetes, Sedaghat et. al., the present model integrates the influence of oleuropein and metformin on AMPK pathways for type 2 diabetes [46], [65], [66].

The basic processes of insulin, oleuropein, and metformin interaction with GLUT4 translocation are depicted in Figure 1. (Oleuropein and Metformin interaction with GLUT4) [65]. The insulin signalling pathway shows GLUT4 translocation via AMPK activation by metformin and oleuropein. The underlying mechanism for the cascade of insulin binding to GLUT4 translocation was already explained in the Sedaghat et. al. model [66] and also in [65]. Both oleuropein and metformin drugs independently activate AMPK. AMPK activation in turn catalyzes the phosphorylation of PKC ζ , which enhances the GLUT4 translocation to the plasma membrane [25], [46], [47], [67]. An in silico mathematical model to quantify the same thing has not yet been developed. The AMPK dynamics are incorporated into the Sedaghat model of insulin signalling pathways in response to oleuropein and conventional metformin doses in this present in silico dynamic model. The model is then used to determine the optimum dose of metformin that should be sufficient when combined with oleuropein to enhance GLUT4 translocation. When metformin is combined with oleuropein, the dose of metformin is reduced, which reduces the risk of long-term complications from the anti-diabetic medicines.
3. Methodology

Several techniques could be used to investigate the effect of oleuropein on surface GLUT4 concentration when administered with different metformin doses. As a result of the survey, it was observed that the majority of studies involving the effects of oleuropein and the drug metformin on type 2 diabetes patients were conducted using a systematic meta-analysis on the number of patients chosen for the study based on their body mass index, age, health, and a variety of other factors. *In vitro* and *in vivo* study related data was typically acquired from well-known research databases such as MEDLINE via PubMed, EBSCO, CINAHL, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials. As a result, statistical analysis was performed on the data, taking into account various parameters as needed. Statistical approaches have always been a time-consuming process that is susceptible to demographic and statistical flaws. Only the qualitative study was carried out through clinical controlled trials and the quantification part of the interaction of medicinal herbs like oleuropein and metformin on GLUT4 translocation was missing. In the presented work on mathematical model development and *in silico* analysis, a system biology method was chosen. Much more precise information about insulin sensitivity with oleuropein and optimal metformin medication dosage was obtained in contrast to *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies. Cell Designer 4.4.2, a system biology tool, was utilized as a simulation platform to model the dynamics of AMPK interaction with GLUT4 translocation in response to metformin and oleuropein doses. The realisation of the parameters involved, as well as their interactions, was required for the development of a mathematical model. These parameters were connected by a mathematical expression, resulting in an Ordinary Differential Equation model (ODE). In addition, we used and expanded our recently published model [65] to include the influence of oleuropein on GLUT4 translocation in type 2 diabetes along with metformin [64], [68].

In order to create and simulate our model in Cell Designer, the volume of the compartment must first be chosen. Then, for the insulin signal transduction pathway components, the initial amounts for the reaction and species, as well as the kinetic rules with which they interact, as
well as the oleuropein and metformin doses and rate constant details, should be provided. The default values are calculated if none are specified. The residues can be added to the species as needed for phosphorylation, depending on whether they are active or inactive. Each species is included in the model with their reaction rates based on the interaction of the signalling pathways. As a result, a complete simulation model is now available. The simulation tab allows you to get results for each species as a function of time. The software can even export the model to other applications like JDesigner, where the differential equations underlying each signalling pathway component can be viewed. The model can also be exported to MATLAB's Simbiology (Matrix Laboratory) [64], [68]. The details of our in silico model are explored further below.

### 3.1 Model construction

Figure 2 (In silico model for Olive Leaf Extract (Oleuropein) and Metformin interaction with GLUT4) [65], [66] shows the in silico model developed in Cell Designer to investigate the effects of oleuropein and the drug metformin on GLUT4 translocation. As a foundation, we used our recently published in silico model c, which included the effect of metformin, physical exercise, and dynamics of insulin signalling pathways on GLUT4 translocation for type 2 diabetes [65], [66]. Now, for the present work, the effect of the medicinal herb Olive Leaf Extract-oleuropein, on surface GLUT4 translocation in type 2 diabetes was modelled. The type 2 diabetes condition was modelled by changing the value of protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) from 1 to 1.5. As a result, in the insulin resistance state, there was a noticeable decrease in surface GLUT4 concentration. Now, to find the optimum dose of metformin when taken with oleuropein, we have used the standard prescribed drug dosage of 500mg for both. The impact of oleuropein was modelled using the signalling pathway followed by the herb extract to interact with the insulin signal transduction components and finally enhance the GLUT4 translocation. In response to an oleuropein dose, the AMP-ADP-ATP bound AMPK gets activated, which then enhances the activation of oleuropein bound AMPK. This activates AMPK and enhances the phosphorylation of PKC ζ. In response to this, GLUT4 translocation takes place to the plasma membrane [69]–[71].

However, to analyze the interaction of 500mg oleuropein when taken with the standard drug metformin in type 2 diabetes on GLUT4 translocation, the dynamic in silico model was extended by incorporating the AMPK activation pathway where oleuropein binds to AMPK and activates the same. Modifications to the ordinary differential equation were made as needed. In type 2 diabetes signalling pathways, activated AMPK through metformin and oleuropein then enhances the GLUT4 translocation. The modified differential equation other than that from the Sedaghat et.al. model is given by \[ PKC \zeta = k_{12} \times x_{18} \times (AMPK-P-ADP + AMPK-P-Metformin+ AMPK-P-Oleuropein), \]
where 'P' stands for phosphorylation, while \( k_{12} \) is the rate constant for PKC \( \zeta \) activation and \( x_{18} \) is the percentage of inactivated PKC \( \zeta \) as per the Sedaghat et.al. model. The objective of this study was to select the optimum dose of metformin to consume with 500 mg of oleuropein. This could help reduce the amount of allopathic medication used and prevent long-term consequences. Table 1 illustrates the simulation parameters that were taken into account for the model developed by combining the drug metformin and the herb oleuropein. The dissociation constant \( K_D \) for oleuropein binding to AMPK was obtained from the literature and used to determine the kinetic parameters reported in Table 1 [47]. The rest of the parameters and equations were taken from the literature and our recently published work [65], [66], [69].

| Table 1: Simulation specific parameter values |
The findings of modeling the *in silico* model with different doses of metformin starting at 500mg when taken with 500mg of oleuropein on surface GLUT4 concentration are discussed in the following section.

**Figure 2:** *In silico* model for Olive Leaf Extract (Oleuropein) and Metformin interaction with GLUT4
4. Results and Discussion

Several studies have shown that olive leaf extract-Oleuropein has the potential to treat type 2 diabetes due to its anti-diabetic properties. Metformin, a regularly prescribed medicine for type 2 diabetes, requires long-term use to control glucose levels. Although it does not completely cure diabetes, it does assist in reducing the difficulties associated with high blood sugar levels. However, like allopathic medicine, it does have adverse effects. As per the current pandemic situation of COVID-19, an urgency has been raised to treat diabetes with fewer long-term complications [2], [3], [4]–[6], [10], [11], [23], [33], [37], [39], [41], [43], [46], [60].

In the proposed in silico model, we have incorporated the effect of Olive Leaf Extract-Oleuropein and the standard drug metformin on the surface GLUT4 concentration in type 2 diabetes. The objective here was to identify the optimal dose of metformin that would suffice when combined with 500mg of Oleuropein. As a result, unlike the natural herb, which does not have the same level of side effects, we may be able to reduce the metformin dose. This in silico dynamic model was facilitated by the data obtained from the mathematical model developed by Sedaghat et.al. [66] of insulin signalling pathways and our recently published work in [65]. Although maximum care was taken about the parameters of the model, constraints in real implementations might alter the observations. Also, the selection of specific parameters for analysis might alter the predictive capability of the model.

In addition, the influence of metformin and oleuropein on AMPK activation was modelled, with the value of the dissociation constant playing an important role. The accuracy of the concentration of various parameters used for simulation purposes determines the outcome of our in silico model. As a result, our in silico model will aid in the cost-effective execution of several studies without the use of actual cells. By properly selecting the parameters, this model might prove to be an efficient tool for analyzing the effect of various medications and natural herbs on surface GLUT4 concentration via AMPK activation in the future. Furthermore, because this is an in silico model, the research does not require statistical data such as population or patient counts. However, it must be taken into account while implementing the model in vivo. It's vital to remember that while using the in vivo model, the ambient and internal variables of the skeletal muscle cells must be controlled [65], [69], [70], [72]. The results achieved by modeling the in silico model mentioned here are detailed in the next part, keeping all of these criteria in mind.

For individuals with type 2 diabetes, the in silico model extensively simulates the measurement of the effect of metformin at various dosages, like 100mg to 500mg and Olive Leaf Extract (oleuropein) at 500mg. There were no formal recommendations for how much olive leaf extract to take. Participants in the human investigations in [60] took 500–1,000mg of standard Olive Leaf Extract per day on average. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends a normal dose of metformin of 500mg to a maximum of 2000 mg per day. The purpose was to quantify the effect of oleuropein and metformin on GLUT4 translocation as well as to find the optimum dose of metformin to prevent side effects. As a result, we used the highest available dose of 500mg oleuropein and continued to reduce the dose of metformin from 500mg by 10% to examine the effect of the herb and metformin interaction. In comparison to the Sedaghat et. al. model, $10^{-7}$ molar insulin was also used as an input to the model for 15 minutes. As a result, for each simulation outcome, the reduction in the surface GLUT4 concentration occurs after 15 minutes. The effect of oleuropein and metformin on surface GLUT4 concentration was quantified as shown in Table 2. A percentage improvement in surface GLUT4 concentration concerning type 2 diabetes was obtained as a result of different metformin drug dosages and oleuropein. When only metformin at the standard drug dosage of
500mg was consumed, only a 0.394% improvement in type 2 diabetes was observed, but when 500mg of oleuropein was given as a supplement to metformin, a 2.067% improvement in GLUT4 concentration was observed. The percentage improvement shows the enhancement in GLUT4 translocation. Thus, to find the optimum dose of metformin, we kept the oleuropein dose of 500mg constant throughout the simulation, while the metformin dose was reduced by 10% in each phase. The results were satisfactory, as it was discovered that a 300mg dose of metformin combined with 500mg oleuropein produced a suitable quantity of GLUT4 translocation enhancement. As a result, it was determined that 300mg metformin combined with 500mg oleuropein should be sufficient to improve type 2 diabetes as per the observation from our in silico model.

Table 2: Quantification of the effect of oleuropein and metformin on surface GLUT4 concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug/Herb Dosage</th>
<th>Metformin</th>
<th>%Improvement in GLUT4 concentration on the cell surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oleuropein</td>
<td>500mg</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500mg</td>
<td>1.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500mg</td>
<td>2.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450mg</td>
<td>2.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400mg</td>
<td>2.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350mg</td>
<td>2.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300mg</td>
<td>2.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250mg</td>
<td>1.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200mg</td>
<td>1.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150mg</td>
<td>1.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100mg</td>
<td>1.930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 (Oleuropein and Metformin induced GLUT4 translocation) shows the separate as well as a combined effect of 500 mg oleuropein and different doses of metformin drug on surface GLUT4 concentration. Oleuropein and metformin-induced surface GLUT4 translocation was observed clearly in the presence of type 2 diabetes. Figure 3 (a) shows the result when 500mg metformin and 500mg oleuropein were taken separately. As a result, the enhancement in the surface GLUT4 concentration was 0.394% and 1.953% for metformin and oleuropein, respectively. Figure 3 (b) shows the GLUT4 translocation obtained when, along with 500mg oleuropein, a standard dose of metformin was also given in type 2 diabetes as a supplement. It was observed that the combined effect provided a 2.067% improvement in surface GLUT4 concentration. It has been discovered that when metformin 500mg was taken alone versus when combined with oleuropein for type 2 diabetes patients, the incorporation of oleuropein produced better results in terms of insulin resistance improvement.

Further, we kept the oleuropein dosage of 500mg constant and we reduced the dose of metformin by 10%. Thus, Figure 3 (c), Figure 3 (d), Figure 3 (e), Figure 3 (f), Figure 3 (g), Figure 3 (h), Figure 3 (i) and Figure 3 (j) show the results obtained when the oleuropein dose was 500mg and the metformin dose was 450mg, 400mg, 350mg, 300mg, 250mg, 200mg, 150mg and 100mg respectively. The percentage improvement in surface GLUT4 concentration was 2.049%, 2.03%, 2.018%, 2%, 1.981%, 1.961%, 1.942% and 1.93% respectively. It was observed that at increased metformin concentration, the results obtained were even better than those obtained when the patient was on a dose of 100mg metformin with 500mg oleuropein.
However, to avoid allopathy's side effects, we found that a lower dose of 300 mg metformin in addition to 500 mg oleuropein is sufficient. To minimize long-term consequences, we also propose increasing the dose of Olive Leaf Extract (oleuropein) rather than using excessive quantities of allopathic medications. As a result, it demonstrates the significance of the natural medicinal herb oleuropein in improving surface GLUT4 concentration. This combination yields considerable improvements in both the time required for GLUT4 translocation and the concentration of GLUT4 on the surface. As a result, the *in silico* model is effective in showing the influence of the natural herb oleuropein in the reduction of insulin resistance, as dependence on high pharmacological dosage results in late stage problems in type 2 diabetes patients.

As a result, the unique *in silico* model described here is a useful tool for quantifying oleuropein's effect on surface GLUT4 translocation. This has also resulted in a better knowledge of the signalling dynamics and underlying mechanisms. The model's ability to quantify oleuropein's effect and optimize metformin dose is a driving force behind experimental attempts to reduce insulin resistance, which contributes to metabolic illnesses including type 2 diabetes.

5. Conclusion

Oleuropein, a bioactive compound found in Olive Leaf Extract, has the potential to treat type 2 diabetes. It stimulates GLUT4 translocation to the plasma membrane via increasing the phosphorylation of AMPK. However, because metformin is the most commonly given standard treatment for type 2 diabetes, it was critical to determine the optimal and safe dose in order to achieve the best benefits while avoiding side effects. So, the natural herb oleuropein from Olive Leaf Extract was used to observe its effect on surface GLUT4 concentration in type 2 diabetes when taken with metformin. Also, to understand the underlying mechanisms involved in the effect of oleuropein and metformin on the surface GLUT4 concentration, an *in silico* modeling and simulation approach was chosen. The model was quantified using different doses of metformin, such as (100mg-500mg) in combination with 500mg of oleuropein. As a result, the objective of the study was achieved with a 2% improvement in GLUT4 concentration with 500mg oleuropein in combination with 300mg metformin as the optimum dose. Thus, we developed a novel *in silico* model that depicts the influence of the allopathic medicine metformin and the natural herb Olive Leaf Extract (oleuropein) on surface GLUT4 concentration in type 2 diabetes. Our *in silico* model could be used as a starting point for simulating the effects of other medications as well as various natural herbs. Finally, the connection between herbal and pharmaceutical treatments must be addressed by ongoing research into the potential hazards. Such a finding is critical for future clinical guidelines aimed at improving healthcare outcomes.
Figure 3: Oleuropein and Metformin induced GLUT4 translocation
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